Type “AB” Oil Gun

- Heat input range 10 to 25 mmBtu/hr
- Used as the main burner in air registers
- Air atomized
- Designed for fuels with a viscosity of 200 ssu or less
- Optional clean out valve assembly P/N B4
- Requires a constant atomizing pressure of 30 to 40 psig
- Capacity chart shown above is for #2 oil. Multiply gph by 0.8 to obtain #6 oil flow rates
- Atomizer Assembly:

Type “ACL” Oil Gun

- Heat input range 25 to 50 mmBtu/hr
- Used as the main burner in air registers
- Air atomized
- Designed for fuels with a viscosity of 200 ssu or less
- Optional clean out valve assembly P/N B4
- Requires a constant atomizing pressure of 30 to 40 psig
- Capacity chart shown above is for #2 oil. Multiply gph by 0.8 to obtain #6 oil flow rates
- Atomizer assembly: